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TV Incentive Auction



Incentive Auction:
How it Works

https://www.fcc.gov/about-fcc/fcc-initiatives/incentive-auctions/how-it-works
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TV Incentive Auction
600 MHz Band Plan

Repacked TV Guard Medical Duplex Gap Repurposed
Band Telemetry & For Wireless

Radio Astronomy Auction

First time the Commission has needed to develop band plans
without knowing how much spectrum will be available!



Technical Pillars of TV Incentive Auction

TV Study:
Software Used to predict

Coverage & Population Served

Constraints on
Repacking Stations

ISIX: Controlling Interservice Interference

Repacking
Optimization

Can’t assign
same channel
– too close

OK to assign
same channel
– far apart

Reorganize remaining
stations in most efficient
way that recovers the
most spectrum at the
least cost - - akin to
repacking the closet



Recent Developments

 Many actions over the past year
 Finalized TV Study

 Ix protections in the event of market variation

 Published the coverage area and population served of each television station to be
protected in the repacking process

 And many, many others

 Auction officially began March 29, 2016

 Reverse Auction
 Broadcaster participation

 Initial clearing target - 126 MHz

 Little market variation

 Forward Auction
 Deemed 99 applications to bid as complete

 Public workshop on participating in the clock phase of the reverse auction (Auction
1001) on Tuesday, May 24, 2016, from 10:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. Eastern Time

 Bidding will open May 31, 2016, at 10:00 a.m. ET.



Wireless Microphones



New Provisions for
Wireless Microphones

 Report and Order - August 6, 2015:
 Allows greater use of the VHF channels

and permits co-channel operations
inside DTV contours without
coordination if TV signals fall below
specified threshold

 Expands eligibility for licensed use of
the 4-megahertz portion of the 600 MHz
duplex gap for all license eligible

 Provides access to additional spectrum
on a secondary basis:

 More spectrum in the 900 MHz band
 A portion of the 1435-1525 MHz band at

specified times and places,
subject to coordination to protect critical
aeronautical mobile telemetry

 Portions of the 6875-7125 MHz band

 Petitions for recon are pending

Many operate in the UHF TV spectrum



Unlicensed in TV White Space and
the 600 MHz Band



Progress on White Space
in the TV Bands (Unlicensed)

 Adopted final rules in 2012

 Fifteen devices approved:
 6harmonic, Adaptrum, Carlson, Koos Technical

Services, Meld, Metric Systems, Redline & Runcom

 All are fixed devices, designed for professional
installation - location entered manually

 All are generic boxes with an input for a digital
signal (voice, video, data).

 Data bases approved:
 Spectrum Bridge, iconectiv (formerly Telcordia),

Google, Key Bridge Global and KB/LS Telcom

 IEEE adopted “af” standard

 Strong international interest: white space

pilots in Phillippines, South Africa,
Namibia, Botswana and many others

Carlson AdaptrumMeld

Metric SystemsRuncom

See http://www.dynamicspectrumalliance.org/pilots/



White Space Rule Changes

 Report and Order adopted Aug. 6, 2015

 Unlicensed operation permitted in:
 Remaining white space

 Duplex gap

 Guard bands

 Channel 37 – Shared non-Ix to medical telemetry and astronomy

 Recovered spectrum until wireless commences operation

[
[

= Bands proposed for unlicensed



Data Base Improvements

 Portable devices must use geolocation

 Fixed devices can be professionally
installed & registered in data base

 Problems with entries in data base:
 Invalid listings; missing data fields;

incorrect locations; etc.
 Worked with industry & data base

providers to correct problems
 No interference complaints

 NPRM – Feb. 25, 2016 proposed to:

 Eliminate the professional installer
option for fixed white space devices

 Require teach fixed white space device
incorporate a geo-location capability

 Improve reliability of data bases

Registration Information

FCC Id

Serial No.

Lat./Long.

Contact name

HAAT

Device owner

Address

E-mail

Phone

Identifier



3.5 GHz



Citizens Broadband Radio Service
Report & Order Adopted April 17, 2015

Dynamic
spectrum
access

for small
cells

Dynamic
spectrum
access

for small
cells

150 MHz
of

contiguous
spectrum

150 MHz
of

contiguous
spectrum

3550 37003650

Navy Ship Radars Non-Federal FSS ES

FSSFederal
Federal Ground-Based Radar

3600

Citizens Broadband Radio Service



Three Tier Access

Incumbent Access: Includes
authorized federal and
grandfathered Fixed Satellite
Service (FSS) users currently
operating in the 3.5 GHz Band.

Priority Access License (PAL):
Authorize certain users to operate with
some interference protection in portions
of the 3.5 GHz Band at specific locations

General Authorized Access (GAA): Users
authorized to use the 3.5 GHz Band
opportunistically. GAA users required to accept
interference from Incumbent and Priority Access
tier users.

Incumbent
Access

Priority
Access

General Authorized
Access



Spectrum Access System (SAS)
A next generation sharing system building on white spaces

• Determine available frequencies at a
location and assign them to CBSDs

• Determine maximum permissible power
level for CBSDs at a location

• Register and authenticate CBSDs
• Enforce Exclusion and Protection Zones
• Protect PALs from IX from other users

• Facilitate coordination between GAAs
• Ensure secure and reliable transmission of

information between the SAS, ESC, and
CBSDs

• Protect Grandfathered Wireless Broadband
Licensees

• Facilitate coordination and information
exchange between SASs

SAS Functions



Recent Developments

 Second Report & Order & Order on Reconsideration - April 28, 2016
 Affirms regulatory approach & denies most requests for reconsideration of R&O

 Allows increase in the power level for non-rural Category B CBSDs and greater
flexibility in how to measure the power

 Limited exception to allow a single PAL to be issued in License Areas located in Rural
Areas in the absence of mutually exclusive applications

 Second R&O:

 Engineering-based approach for determining when a Priority Access License area is in use

 Adopts a robust and flexible secondary market regime for Priority Access Licenses

 Balances the expanded access for wireless broadband operators with the need to protect fixed
satellite service operations, and adopts protections that will be tailored to the characteristics of
each grandfathered earth station

 Certification of SAS Administrators and ESC
 Public Notice Dec 16, 2015 established procedures for submission and review of proposals from

prospective SAS Administrators and ESC operators

 February 29, 2016 meeting of prospective SAS Administrator sand ESC operators

 “First Wave” Proposal Deadline: May 16, 2016



SAS & ESC Approval Process

 Similar to TVWS

 Overseen by WTB/OET; close consultation with NTIA and DoD

 Applications should include all information in PN

 Evaluate all of the “first wave” proposals

 Release list of those conditionally approved

 Assess and test each conditionally approved SAS and ESC

 Public testing period, including incumbent protection capabilities

 May require attendance at workshops and meetings



Spectrum Frontiers - 5G



FCC Approach to 5G

Remarks of FCC Chairman Tom Wheeler
at March 8, 2016 Satellite Leadership Dinner:

“The United States approaches the kind of opportunity 5G presents somewhat
differently from other countries. We do it by indicating which spectrum will be made
available and then relying on a private sector-led process for producing technical
standards best suited for those frequencies. We won’t wait for the standards to be
first developed in the sometimes arduous standards-setting process or in a
government-led activity.”

“Last summer, the Commission launched what we call our Spectrum Frontiers
rulemaking to explore the use of millimeter wave spectrum – the airwaves at 24
GHz and above – for 5G. Our Spectrum Frontiers rulemaking reflects the need to be
innovative and flexible in how we utilize spectrum. We cannot limit ourselves to old
models or worst-case analyses.”

20



5G – Policy Perspective
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 5G is a national priority for US
 We indicate which spectrum will be made available

 Rely on a private sector-lead process for producing technical standards best suited for
those frequencies

 Flexible licensing rules:
 To support various service models

 Carrier-driven vs. new entrant vs. end-user driven network

 Technical rules
 to take advantage of propagation characteristics

of mmW bands

 Enable sharing opportunities

 Enhance spectrum reuse

 Create opportunities for innovators to build and
deliver new services and applications to consumers



Key Events
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 FCC Spectrum Frontier NPRM
 Released on October 23, 2015

 Comments and Reply Comment were due on Jan 26th and Feb 23rd, 2016

 WRC15
 Identified 11 bands to study for 5G in WRC19

 Not all of Spectrum Frontiers NPRM bands are aligned with WRC15 study bands

 2016 MWC in Barcelona
 5G took a center stage

 FCC 5G Workshop
 One-day workshop on April 10th, 2016

 Panel discussions on key topics with industry leaders

 Latest 5G equipment were demonstrated



Spectrum Frontiers NPRM

 Core Principles
 Identify substantial spectrum in MMW bands for new services
 Protect incumbent services against interference
 Flexible use: Enable market to determine highest valued use
 Overlay auctions where no existing assignments
 Provide spectrum for both licensed and unlicensed use
 Ensure cyber security protections are considered from the start

 Frequency Bands
 Proposed 27.5-28.35 GHz; 38.6-40 GHz; 37-38.6 GHz; 64-71 GHz
 Invited comment on 24.25-24.45 GHz; 25.05-25.25 GHz; 29.1-29.25 GHz;

31-31.3 GHz; 31.8-33 GHz; 42-42.5 GHz; 71-76 GHz; 81-86+ GHz

 Licensing, Operating and Regulatory Rules/Issues
 Part 30: Upper Microwave Flexible Use Service (UMFUS)
 Geographic Area Licensing, Area Size, Band Plan, License Term
 Technical rules
 Performance Requirements

 Further NPRM planned post-WRC 23



Overview of Proposed Bands
28 GHz 37 GHz 39 GHz 64-71 GHz

Frequency 27.5-28.35 GHz 37-38.6 GHz 38.6-40 GHz 64-71 GHz

Bandwidth 850 MHz 1600 MHz 1400 MHz 7000 MHz

Terrestrial
Allocation

Licensed for fixed
operations, with about
75% of the population

covered by existing
licenses; remaining
licenses in inventory

Yes (no current use) Licensed for fixed
operations, with about
50% of the population

covered by existing
licenses; the

remaining licenses are
in inventory.

Yes (no current use)

Federal
Allocation

No Radio Astronomy /
Space Research in 37-
38 GHz @ 3 sites;

Federal Fixed/Mobile
in 37-38.6 GHz @
14 locations

Fixed Satellite Service
/ Mobile Satellite
Service in 39.5-40
(military use only)

Earth Exploration
Satellite

Fixed/Mobile/Satellite

Satellite
Allocation

Yes
Secondary E-S

Yes (no current use) Yes (no current use) Yes (no current use)

Proposed
Licensing

Licensed Licensed Licensed Unlicensed



Some Factors Enabling Sharing

 High amount of spectrum
provides flexibility to avoid
interference

 Relatively high path loss

 Adaptive antenna
technology (steered beams)

 Heterogeneous networks

25

Full Dimensional MIMO

5G Deployment Scenario



Proposed Technical Rules

 Flexible Duplexing
 TDD and/or FDD

 TX Power
 Max EIRP of 62dBm/100MHz is proposed for BS
 Max EIRP of 43dBm is proposed for MS
 Sought comments on the bandwidth factor for mmW band technologies

 Out of Band Emissions (OOBE)
 Radiated measurement is assumed due to lack of RF port
 43+10logP is proposed and sought comments on the measurement bandwidth, offset

and other parameters as applicable from existing FCC rules

 Field Strength at Market Borders
 Sought comments on the applicability of 47dBuV/m per Part 27 rules

 Measurement Techniques
 Sought comments on measurement challenges of mmW bands, particularly on the

radiated measurement techniques
26



FCC 5G Workshop - Service
Vision
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FCC 5G Workshop – Equipment Demos



5G Technology Status

29Source: https://www.fcc.gov/news-events/events/2016/03/spectrum-frontiers-workshop



Next Steps

 NPRM enjoys strong support
 Suppliers have developed equipment
 Carriers are conducting tests & planning trials

 Work is proceeding to fine tune proposals
 Satellite and Wireless industries collaborating to develop sharing framework
 Developing incumbent protections

 FCC plans to act this summer
 Will identify spectrum & adopt rules for 5G
 Will propose or consider additional spectrum

(including WRC bands)
 FCC action is not at odds with international harmonization

 Research by government and industry is ongoing
30



Unlicensed at 5 GHz



Wi-Fi & Bluetooth

Wi-Fi

 About two and a half billion Wi-Fi
devices were sold in 2014; four
billion expected in 2020

 More than five million Wi-Fi
hotspots worldwide & expected to
reach 10 million by 2018

 More than 725 million households
around the world are expected to
have a Wi-Fi connection this year

 More than half of commercial
wireless traffic offloaded to Wi-Fi

Bluetooth

 Bluetooth SIG 23,000 member cos.

 More than 2.5 billion devices
shipped in 2013

 Well-known devices: Phones,
headsets, cars, game consoles,
computers, tablets, TV’s

 New applications: Socks, shoes,
balls, water bottles, teeth,
prosthetics, hats, signs, arm, paper,
pacifiers

Bluetooth gives new meaning
to “Follow the bouncing ball”



Expanding Spectrum For
Unlicensed @ 5 GHz

 Much of the 5 GHz band is shared by unlicensed on a non-interference basis

 Some of this spectrum relies on dynamic frequency selection to avoid interfere with radars

 FCC Notice of Proposed Rule Making
 Proposed access to U-NII-2B and U-NII-4 for unlicensed

 Invited comment on possible sharing techniques

 No change to existing spectrum allocations - - existing allocations/services are protected against harmful interference

Previous Rules
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Importance of Additional
Spectrum at 5 GHz for Wi-Fi

The current Wi-Fi 802.11ac standard enables speeds in excess of 1 Gb/s
and increased capacity to meet growing demand, particularly for video
• Provides for 20, 40, 80 and 160 MHz channels
• Current spectrum provides only two 160 MHz channels
• New spectrum would provide four 160 MHz channels



Ongoing Work:
U-NII-2B: 120 MHz (5350 – 5470 MHz)

 Sharing with federal
plane/ship/terrestrial radars &
earth exploration satellite

 US proposed to continue
international work for WRC-19

 Moving forward domestically

 Work group established:

 FCC/NTIA/DoD/NASA

 Considering Ix protection studies
& developing ways to share

 Evaluating sharing with
indoor low power/then outdoor
high power

Aeronautical radar must pick up
weak reflected signals from far away

Wireless networks must “hear”
very weak signals from radar

Aggregate
Interference

Balance detection
vs falsing



 Unlicensed devices detect 10MHz DSRC packets
 On any 10MHz DSRC channel

(All 7 channels need to be scanned)

 At -85dBm sensitivity

 Vacate all of the UNII-4 band (75MHz) once a
DSRC packet is detected in any of the channels

 No transmissions allowed for 10 seconds once a DSRC
packet is detected

U-NII 4- Proposal Considered by
IEEE Tiger Team: Detect-and-Avoid



 Dedicated DSRC spectrum

 Open only the lower part of the spectrum to UNII devices

 Leave 20MHz or 30MHz dedicated spectrum for DSRC high-avail channels

 Share the Channel 173 and 177 between DSRC service channels and UNII devices

 For the shared spectrum

 Encourage 20MHz DSRC service-channel operation  would allow for more effective detection of
the DSRC signals

 Develop sharing solutions in IEEE (example: 994r0)

 Service channels can also use 802.11n/ac in any 5GHz band for service applications

U-NII 4 - Proposal Considered by
IEEE Tiger Team: Re-channelization

Proposed boundary
of UNII4

DSRC Band

16
1

16
5

16
9

17
3

17
7

17
7

17
3DSRC Channels

Wi-Fi Channels

160MHz

80MHz80MHz 3 Dedicated
10MHz DSRC
high-avail Channels



Ongoing Work
U-NII – 4: 75 MHz (5725 – 5850 MHz)

 Sharing with Dedicated Short
Range Communications

 Vehicle to Vehicle

 Vehicle to Infrastructure

 IEEE Tiger Team considered
sharing options & completed work
March 2015

 DoT released test plan

 FCC/NTIA/DoT collaborating

 FCC Public Notice planned:

 Refresh the record

 Solicit prototype devices

 Testing in 3 phases



LTE-U, LAA & Wi-Fi

 LTE – Long Term Evolution:
Technology designed to
operate in licensed spectrum

 LTE for unlicensed spectrum:
 LTE-U Forum specification

 LAA Licensed Assisted Access
developed by 3GPP – Rel. 13

 Focused on U-NII 1 & 3 (no DFS)

 Fair sharing? CSMA vs CSAT

 OET/WTB seek to better
understand technologies
 May 5, 2015 Public Notice

 Aug.22, 2015 Letter to LTE-U Forum

 Wi-Fi Alliance working on
co-existence test plan

Wi-Fi: Carrier
sense multiple
access with
collision
avoidance
(CSMA/CA)

LTE-U



Globalstar TLPS @ 2.4 GHz

 FCC NPRM proposed to permit Globalstar’s Terrestrial
Low Power Service (TLPS)

 Strong concerns from unlicensed community

 Debate over adequacy of testing

 Item on circulation for consideration by Commission



Equipment Authorization



TCB Program

 Telecommunications Certification
Bodies (TCBs) certify most radios

 38 TCBs world-wide under Mutual
Recognition Agreements

 TCBs can often certify products in a
matter of days

 Success of the program depends on
consistent application processing:
 FCC conducts regular workshops –

require mandatory TCB attendance

 Provides Knowledge Data Base guidance

TCB Workshop

Lab KDBs



Equipment Authorization

 Report & Order adopted December 2014:
 Telecommunications Certification Bodies (TCBs) empowered to certify all

equipment

 TCB’s required to post-market sample 5% of the devices they have certified

 Specifies steps to address deficient TCBs

 Requires accreditation for all testing laboratories by July 13, 2016

 Petition for reconsideration pending re lab accreditation requirement

 Notice of Proposed Rulemaking July 2015:
 Update certification procedures for modular devices

 Permit e-labelling

 Discontinue filing of importation Form 740 declaring FCC compliance

 Ensure security of software that controls radio (frequency, power, etc.) –
commenters expressed concerns about impact on open source software



Conclusion

Questions?
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